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COVID-19 is a threat to the lives of people all over the world. As a result of the new and unknown nature of COVID-19, much
research has been conducted recently. In order to increase and enhance the growth rate of Iranian publications on COVID-19, this
article aims to analyze these publications in LitCovid to identify the topical and content structure and topic modeling of scientific
publications in the mentioned subject area. )e present article is applied research performed by using an analytical approach as
well as text mining techniques.)e statistical population is all the publications of Iranian researchers in LitCovid. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) and Python were used to analyze the data and implement text mining and topic modeling algorithms. Data
analysis shows that the percentage of Iranian publications in the eight topical groups in LitCovid is as follows: prevention
(39.57%), treatment (18.99%), diagnosis (18.99%), forecasting (7.83%), case report (6.52%), mechanism (3.91%), transmission
(3.62%), and general (0.58%).)e results indicate that patient, pandemic, outbreak, case, Iranian, model, care, health, coronavirus,
and disease are the most important words in the publications of Iranian researchers in LitCovid. Six topics for prevention; four
topics for treatment and case report and forecasting; three topics for diagnosis, mechanism, and transmission in general have been
obtained by implementing the topic modeling algorithm. Most of the Iranian publications in LitCovid are related to the topic
“pandemic status,” with 22.47% in the prevention category, and the lowest number of publications is related to the topic
“environment,” with 11.11% in the transmission category. )e present study indicates a better understanding of essential and
strategic issues of Iranian publications in LitCovid. )e results reveal that many Iranian studies on COVID-19 were primarily on
the issues related to prevention, management, and control. )ese findings provided a structured and research-based viewpoint of
COVID-19 in Iran to guide researchers and policymakers.

1. Introduction

In December 2019, an epidemic with mild respiratory infec-
tions was first reported to the World Health Organization
(WHO) in Wuhan, China’s largest metropolitan area in the
Hubei Province. Since it was impossible to identify the caus-
ative agent, people who suffered from this disease were clas-
sified as “pneumonia of unknown etiology.” )e CDC (Center
for Disease Control and Prevention) in China organized an
extensive research program to study the extent and prevalence
of the disease.)e etiology of this disease is currently attributed
to a new virus named SARS-CoV-2, belonging to the coro-
navirus family and causing COVID-19 [1]. )e Director-

General of the WHO, “Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus,” on
February 11, 2020, announced that the disease is caused by this
new coronavirus and named it “COVID-19.” According to
studies and evidence, COVID-19 is highly contagious and has a
high global prevalence rate. At the International Health Reg-
ulations (IHR) meeting on January 30, 2020, the outbreak of
COVID-19 was identified as a global health threat, since by that
time, it was reported that it had spread to 18 countries by
human-to-human contact [2].

Because of the increase in the COVID-19 pandemic, the
WHO stated on January 30, 2020, that the new coronavirus
is the sixth most common public health emergency
worldwide, threatening China and all countries [2]. )e
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disease is also being rapidly spread. By August 06, 2021,
global statistics on the coronavirus have indicated that more
than 200 countries from all continents were struggling with
COVID-19. )e Islamic Republic of Iran, located in
Southwest Asia, reported the first case of COVID-19 on
February 19, 2020, in Qom city [3]. According to the website
of Johns Hopkins University Coronavirus Resource Center
(https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html), by August 16, 2021,
the total COVID-19 cases in Iran were 4467015 (ranked 11th
in the world) and total deaths were 98483 (ranked 13th in the
world).

To identify the various aspects of COVID-19, the pub-
lication and dissemination of results of all scientific activities
in COVID-19 have become of particular importance [4], and
significant publications in this field have been indexed in
international citation databases.)e investigations indicated
that such a volume of scientific publications had not been
observed in any scientific field and in such a short time [5].
In addition to the high number of COVID-19 publications,
they are also being increased. However, medical scientists
are still faced with many ambiguities; hence, extensive re-
search is being conducted on various aspects of COVID-19
in many countries. Scientists worldwide are conducting
significant studies on the aspects andmethods of prevention,
treatment, and the development of effective vaccines and
medications to fight and eradicate COVID-19, and the re-
sults of their research projects are published in peer-
reviewed journals [6]. )e increase in global publications on
COVID-19 has been influenced by researchers’ events and
efforts to fully understand the pandemic circumstances [6].

)e reports revealed that scientists and researchers in
China, the United States, the United Kingdom, and Italy had
published the highest number of publications on COVID-19
[7, 8]. Because of the high volume of reputable publications
on COVID-19, many studies with a macro and exploratory
approach for policy-making and strategic planning of
COVID-19 research have been done [8]. Text mining is one
of the methods applied to analyze scientific publications on
COVID-19 and involves extraction of information and la-
tent knowledge in texts, especially scientific texts, and
converting tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge [9, 10].
)e purpose of text mining is to extract knowledge from
textual data and has many applications in processing and
analyzing scientific publications [11]. )erefore, text mining
and text extraction techniques are used to analyze scientific
texts and discover latent knowledge and topics discussed in a
set of these texts [12–15]. Topic modeling is a statistical
method and an essential algorithm in text mining, applied to
identify latent topics in a set of textual documents [16, 17].
)e results of this algorithm are extensively used for research
policy-making and strategic planning [18] and allow analysts
and researchers to comprehend better the relationships and
variations of the provided topics [19].

After the COVID-19 pandemic, the “Information Ex-
plosion” phenomenon is witnessed regarding scientific
publications on COVID-19. A review of PubMed revealed
that more than 150,000 records related to COVID-19 had
been indexed in this medical science database so far. )ree
researchers named Qingyu Chen, Alexis Allot, and Zhiyong

Lu from the United States, who work at the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), introduced the
LitCovid as a specialized COVID-19 research database,
which was designed with the support of the US National
Institutes of Health’s Intramural Research Program (IRP)
and its data are being updated daily (Figure 1-Appendix).
More than 150,000 records are indexed on LitCovid; this
number is increasing and PubMed is the primary data source
for LitCovid (Figure 1-Appendix). In LitCovid, research on
COVID-19 has been divided into eight categories: general,
mechanism, transmission, diagnosis, treatment, prevention,
case report, and forecasting [20, 21].

According to the world meter database (https://www.
worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/iran/), the I.R. Iran,
with a population of 85196159 people, total cases of 4467015,
total deaths of of 98483, and total recovered cases of
3757157, among Asian countries, ranks third in terms of
total deaths after India and Indonesia and ranks third in
terms of total cases and total recovered cases after India and
Turkey. Iran ranks 11th in terms of total recovered and total
cases and 13th in terms of total deaths compared to other
countries. According to the COVID-19 vaccination tracker
provided by the New York Times, Iran’s data are as follows:
16.2M doses of the COVID-19 vaccines have been given to
Iranians.3.15 million people (3.8%) received two doses of the
vaccine and were fully vaccinated (https://www.nytimes.
com/interactive/2021/world/Covid-vaccinations-tracker.
html). All the mentioned data regarding COVID-19 sta-
tistics and vaccination were extracted on August 16, 2021.

)e number of total cases, deaths, and fully vaccinated
population in proportion to the total population of Iran (2.8%
fully vaccinated) has made this country one of the most im-
portant countries globally in terms of the COVID-19 pandemic.
)erefore, it is necessary to conduct a study by text mining
methods and topic modeling to determine the topics of Iranian
publications on COVID-19. It is necessary to answer the fol-
lowing questions to achieve the main objective of this paper:

(i) RQ1:What are the percentages of global and Iranian
publications based on the eight-topic division of
LitCovid?

(ii) RQ2: What are the most important words applied
based on the repetition rate in Iranian publications
in LitCovid?

(iii) RQ3: What are the most important words applied
based on TF-IDF weighting in Iranian publications
in LitCovid?

(iv) RQ4: What are the main topics and subtopics of
Iranian publications on COVID-19 in LitCovid
based on the topic modeling algorithm?

(v) RQ5: What are the percentages of Iranian publi-
cations on COVID-19 in the eight topics of LitCovid
and sub-topics extract from text mining?

2. Related Works

)e studies indicate that the COVID-19 pandemic has
negatively affected various aspects of themental and physical
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health of people in the community and has so far killed more
than 4 million people worldwide. However, in recent waves
of the disease, its adverse effects have diminished, but new
disease variants (such as the Delta variant) are still emerging,
and the whole world is still in a state of emergency [22].
Undoubtedly, the advancement of medical knowledge and
related technologies will improve people’s health [23]. )e
advancement of science is directly related to social needs and
cultural elements. Scientists conduct research projects to
solve social problems and anomalies.

Many studies have analyzed the publications of medical
sciences using the text mining method and its topic mod-
eling algorithms, including studying topic areas of bio-
medicine [12], personality disorders [24], clinical research
[15], AIDS and economic evaluation [25], HIV prevention
[26], health information [27], medical informatics [28], and
health and cybersecurity [29].)e objective of this paper was
the text mining of Iranian publications on COVID-19 in
LitCovid. Hence, the text-mining-related works on COVID-
19 have been reviewed in the following. It is noteworthy that
some studies have analyzed and evaluated COVID-19 ar-
ticles using scientometrics methods and indicators
[6, 30–32]. )e authors also applied the text mining method
in the present paper.

Tran et al. have used text mining to evaluate the COVID-
19 publications by April 23, 2020. In the present paper,
countries were classified based on gross domestic product
and World Bank report, and ten highly cited documents of
each country were analyzed. )e most important research
topics were “Guidelines for emergency care and surgery,”
“viral pathogenesis,” and “global responses in the COVID-
19 pandemic” [33]. In line with previous research, Radanliev
et al. also used WOSCC data to analyze articles related to
mortality, immunity, and vaccine in the topic area of
COVID-19 using data mining techniques. )ey identified
the relationships between concepts and keywords in each
scientific topic and collaborations between countries re-
garding scientific publications [34].

In a study conducted by Dong et al., the publishing
features of COVID-19 in CORD-19 (COVID-19 Open
Research Dataset) were analyzed by applying topic model-
ing. )ey identified important topics in COVID-19 publi-
cations and highlighted topics. )e results of their study
identified eight main topics for COVID-19 publications and

indicated that researchers should conduct further investi-
gations on diagnostics, therapeutics, vaccines, viral geno-
mics, and pathogenesis. In another research, the topics of
global publications on COVID-19 in the CORD-19 were
identified using text mining and topic modeling techniques;
this study revealed that the COVID-19 publications have
focused more on and have paid less attention to which topics
[35]. In another study, the publications related to SARS,
MERS, and COVID-19 were evaluated; in this article, the
text mining of topics was performed separately, the scientific
publications related to each of the viruses were modeled
independently, and finally, the results were reviewed using
an analytical-comparative approach [36]. In another paper,
COVID-19 publications were extracted in the first six
months of the pandemic using PubMed, and the topics of
COVID-19 articles and their publication trends were
extracted using topic modeling and text mining techniques
[37].

A literature review indicated that text mining techniques
were applied in text analysis and knowledge discovery and
extraction in a large volume of texts and analysis of texts
published in citation databases and identifying research
trends in various scientific fields. According to the objectives
and the research population, special text mining techniques
have been used in each reviewed literature. Identifying the
high-frequency keywords and the essential topics using
special text mining algorithms was one of the essential
techniques applied in scientific texts. )e topic modeling
algorithm, because of its high accuracy, was one of the most
important algorithms employed in previous research to
determine clusters and topics. )e searches conducted in
national and international citation databases and a review of
foreign and domestic literature indicated that no similar
research was observed in the topic area of Iranian publi-
cations on COVID-19 in LitCovid.

3. Materials and Methods

)e present article deals with applied research conducted by
an analytical approach and also the text mining technique.
)e statistical population was all Iranian publications of
COVID-19, which were extracted from LitCovid in February
2021. LitCovid has been designed to track and rapidly access
COVID-19 publications. Given that LitCovid is updated
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Figure 1: Daily workflow of LitCovid [20].
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daily and extracts its data from PubMed, it allows re-
searchers to review the latest and most reputable scientific
publications in the field of COVID-19 [20, 21]. All articles
indexed in LitCovid are classified into eight categories:
general, mechanism, transmission, diagnosis, treatment,
prevention, case report, and forecasting. In the present re-
search, text mining and topic modeling of titles, abstracts,
and keywords of Iranian publications on COVID-19 have
been performed separately in each of the eight categories of
LitCovid.

3.1. Text Mining and Topic Modeling. Text mining analysis
included three main steps: preprocessing, text mining, and
post-processing, generally after collecting textual data [38].
Preprocessing texts included the selection of documents,
extraction of the words used in texts, unification of texts
using the manual analysis of articles’ keywords and unifi-
cation of synonymous words, and removing meaningless
words and stop-words. In the present study, the most im-
portant words were identified by the Term Frequency-
–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method, which
indicated the importance of the word in a document or a set
of documents. )e main objective of this statistical method
was to show the importance of the word in the text [28, 39].
In order to perform the preprocessing mentioned on the
data and before extracting the most important words based
on TF-IDF, the words used in the text of the articles were
stemmed by Porter stemmer [40, 41]. In the next step, the
frequency and weighting of the words, implementation of
topic modeling, and visualization were done through dif-
ferent text mining techniques, and in the final step, the
knowledge was extracted and interpreted. )e LDA algo-
rithm has been applied for topic modeling in all categories of
LitCovid in the present paper.

In the present research and the mentioned preprocessing
on the data and implementing the LDA topic modeling
algorithm, the Bigrams and Trigrams have also been
extracted from the texts to extract valuable data [42]. )e
Bigram was a set of two adjacent words, and Trigram was
three adjacent words. For instance, Machine and Learning
were two separate words, but their Bigram is extracted as
Machine Learning [36].

Figure 2 indicates the idea behind the LDA logic. )is
method assumed that the set of documents consists of many
topics, each containing many words (left Figure 2). Hence, it
can be imagined that each document is created as follows:
first, distribution of topics is selected (Figure 2), then a topic
assignment (colored circles in the figure) is selected for each
word, and finally, the desired word is picked from the
relevant topic. It should be noted that the topics and topic
assignments shown in Figure 2 were only presented as il-
lustrative examples and were not derived by applying them
to real data [17].

)e basic idea of this process was that a combination of
topics models each document, and each topic was a discrete
probable dispersion that determined how the probability of
each word appeared in the topic. )ese topic probabilities
provided an accurate representation of the document. A

“document” was a “bag of words” with no structure beyond
word and topic statistics.

Since the LDA algorithm did not determine the number
of desirable topics, the logarithmic (log) UMass Coherence
criterion has been applied in the present study to deter-
mine the number of desirable topics [43]. )e UMass
logarithm proposed different values of topics. In the
present article, a different number of specific topics have
been extracted for each of the topic categories of Iranian
COVID-19 publications in the LitCovid. Guidance has
been taken from medical sciences specialists to achieve the
desired number of topics in each category. It is important
to note that the number of topics should be selected
proportionally because a large number of topics will lead to
a significant quantity of small and considerably similar
topics [38, 39]. Also, interpretation of topics becomes more
challenging due to the dispersion of keywords between
topics [40]. Afterward, the topics resulting from the
implementation of the LDA algorithm were interpreted
using the most important words and publications of each
topic. Python and the libraries related to text mining,
including Gensim, NLTK, and Spacy, were applied to
implement text mining algorithms such as word frequency
determination, TF-IDF, and topic modeling algorithms
[41]. Python 3.9.5 and the libraries related to text mining,
including Gensim, NLTK, and Spacy, were applied to
implement text mining algorithms such as word frequency
determination, TF-IDF, and topic modeling algorithms
[44]. Python is an open-source, compact, and versatile
programming language with a simple syntax. It is also
straightforward to develop and provide various libraries
for working with texts [44].

4. Results

In this section, the collected data were analyzed based on the
methodology described in the previous section.)e research
questions are answered in the following.

4.1. )e Percentages of COVID-19 Global and Iranian Pub-
lications Based on the Eight-topic Division in Litcovid.
Figure 3 indicates the percentage of global and Iranian
publications based on the eight-topic division in LitCovid.
It should be mentioned that the percentage of Iranian
publications in each of the eight categories is measured
based on the total number of Iranian publications, and then
the percentage of each topic is obtained. )e same method
has been applied to calculate the percentage of global
publications. It was evident that the highest percentage of
global and Iranian publications on COVID-19 was in the
category of “Prevention”; 39.57% and 32.86% of the
publications of Iranian and global researchers in LitCovid,
respectively, were in the category of prevention. Moreover,
the analysis of the data in Figure 3 revealed that the lowest
percentage of Iranian research projects (0.58%) is in the
“general” category, and the lowest percentage of global
publications (1.94%) is related to the “Forecasting”
category.
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4.2.)eMost ImportantWordsAppliedBasedon theRepetition
rate in Iranian COVID-19 Publications in the LitCovid.
Figure 4 indicates the 20 words with the highest frequencies
in Iranian publications. Figure 5 also illustrated the word
cloud of 100 words with the highest frequency in Iranian
publications on COVID-19. )e data analysis showed that
COVID, patient, and Iran had the highest frequencies in
Iranian publications on COVID-19 in LitCovid with 2415,
1162, and 887, respectively (Figures 4 and 5).

4.3. )e Most Important Words Applied Based on TF-IDF
Weighting in Iranian COVID-19 Publications in the LitCovid.
)e data in Figure 6 included 20 important words based on
TF-IDF weighting. Figure 7 also showes the word cloud of 50
top words based on TF-IDF weighting. )e analysis of data
revealed that “patient,” “pandemic,” and “outbreak” with the
weights of 6.46, 4.57, and 4.29, respectively, are the most
important words of Iranian publications in LitCovid based
on TF-IDF weighting.

4.4.)eMain Topics and Subtopics of Iranian Publications on
COVID-19 in the LitCovid Based on the Topic Modeling

Algorithm. )e data in Table 1 indicates the implementation
of the topic modeling algorithm on Iranian publications on
COVID-19 based on the eight topic category of the LitCovid.
)e tags subtopics have been identified based on the most
important words and a review of the most significant articles
of each subtopic. )e number of documents for each of the
main topics was also mentioned, e.g., in the topic “general”
with four documents, only one topic with the same general
title has been identified. )e topic “mechanism” involved 18
documents, and three topics named “characteristics,”
“clinical features,” and “genomic sequence” have been
identified.

4.5.)e Percentages of Iranian COVID-19 Publications in the
Eight Topics of LitCovid and the Subtopics Extracted fromText
Mining. Figure 8 indicates the percentages of Iranian
publications in each of the eight categories of LitCovid and
subtopics resulting from text mining of Iranian publications.
)e analysis of data shown in this figure revealed that in the
topic area of “mechanism,” the publications percentages of
the topics “characteristics,” “genomic sequence,” and
“clinical features” are equal to 38.89%, 38.89%, and 22.22%,
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Figure 5: )e word cloud with the highest frequency in Iranian publications on COVID-19 in LitCovid.
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respectively. Moreover, the topic area of “transmission”
includes three topics, “different areas,” “modes,” and “en-
vironment, with publication percentages of 61.11%, 27.78%,
and 11.11%, respectively. )e topic area of “diagnosis” also
involved three topics, “infection,” “risk factors,” and
“symptoms,” with publication percentages of 29.55%,
32.95%, and 37.50%, respectively. )e fourth topic area was
“treatment,” which included four topics “clinical features of

mortality,” “clinical features of disease,” “outcome,” and
“drug,” with publication percentages of 29.79%, 25.53%,
29.79%, and 14.89%, respectively. Moreover, the topic area
of “prevention” had six topics: pandemic status (22.47%),
management (20.26%), policy (16.74%), control (16.30%),
behaviors (12.78%), and other diseases (11.45%). )e “case
report” was another area of eight topics, which involved four
topics: new symptoms (31.58%), children (23.68%), death

Figure 7: )e word cloud of most important words based on the TF-IDF weighting of Iranian publications on COVID-19 in LitCovid.

Table 1: )e topics extracted from the implementation of topic modeling algorithm on Iranian publications on Covid-19 in LitCovid.

LitCovid topic Subtopics based topic modeling Keywords
General Topic1: General1 —

Mechanism

Topic1: Characteristics Case, virus, people, smoking, potential, expression, disease, spread, find, level
Topic2: Clinical features Cell, infection, clinical, virus, case, acute, respiratory, severe, disease, lymphocyte

Topic3: Genomic sequence Sequence, respiratory, virus, phylogenetic, isolate, infection, mutation, strain, cause,
acute

Transmission
Topic1: Environment Rate, case, temperature, fatality, cluster, increase, spread, attack, correlation, size
Topic2: Different areas Transmission, disease, infection, rate, region, case, outbreak, report, measure, sample

Topic3: Modes Case, transmission, travel, cluster, age, early, global, report, individual, infection

Diagnosis
Topic1: Infection Infection, case, disease, risk, chest, severe, clinical, symptom, evaluate, report

Topic2: Risk factors Mortality, clinical, outcome, risk, disease, diabetes, hospital, age, death, factor
Topic3: Symptoms Case, symptom, age, clinical, mortality, disease, positive, infection, test, confirm

Treatment

Topic1: Clinical features of
mortality Clinical, mortality, case, risk, hospital, factor, value, confirm, report, age

Topic2: Clinical features of the
disease Disease, clinical, case, mortality, outcome, severe, infection, risk, age, rate

Topic3: Drug Control, trial, treatment, clinical, cell, drug, vitamin, receive, level, disease

Topic4: Outcome Trial, clinical, treatment, outcome, control, intervention, participant, arm,
randomization, registration

Prevention

Topic1: Behaviors Pandemic, health, disease, care, risk, control, outbreak, dental, infection, intervention

Topic2: Management Pandemic, hospital, health, stroke, knowledge, disease, management, base, care,
infection

Topic3: Policy Pandemic, public, health, people, infection, policy, risk, disease, model, case
Topic4: Control Case, pandemic, disease, risk, control, spread, outbreak, infection, epidemic, people

Topic5: Other diseases Pandemic, outbreak, health, infection, report, care, trauma, increase, case, review
Topic6: Pandemic status Case, model, rate, death, spread, pandemic, measure, confirm, mortality, estimate

Case report

Topic1: Children Case, clinical, infection, acute, test, child, report, syndrome, respiratory, neonate

Topic2: New symptoms Case, report, liver, manifestation, infection, symptom, clinical, cutaneous, disease,
respiratory

Topic3: Pregnant Report, infection, case, old, pregnant woman, chest, treatment, refer, pandemic,
hospitalize

Topic4: Death Report, case, disease, respiratory, acute, novel, rate, death, fetal, severe

Forecasting

Topic1: Estimate Case, estimate, model, epidemic, death, predict, confirm, trend, outbreak, base
Topic2: Modeling Model, case, spread, rate, confirm, death, predict, pandemic, prediction, trend
Topic3: Epidemic Model, case, estimate, trend, base, policy, disease, infection, epidemic, prediction
Topic4: Spread Case, base, pandemic, spread, region, weather, mean, humidity, temperature, estimate
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(23.68%), and pregnant (21.06%). )e topic category of
“forecasting” also included four topics: modeling (41.86%),
epidemic (27.91%), estimate (16.28%), and spread (13.95%).
)e topic area “general” also had the lowest percentage of
publications and addressed only one topic. )e highest
number of Iranian publications in LitCovid was related to
the topic “pandemic status” in the “prevention” category,
and the lowest number of publications was related to the
topic “environment” in the “transmission” category.

5. Discussion

)emanagement strategies for the health crisis that resulted
from the COVID-19 pandemic are not the same in different
countries, and unprecedented efforts have been made to
fight the disease in all countries [45]. )e global scientific
community has responded to this crisis by applying all
research resources and capacities to identify virus charac-
teristics, mechanisms of its transmission, clinical aspects of
the disease, and prevention and management strategies; so
that the number of articles related to this crisis is being
increased rapidly [46]. According to an increase in scientific
publications, research centers have provided researchers
different databases and software to immediately access and
follow the trend of these publications; LitCovid is one of the
most important and reputable databases [47].

LitCovid is an up-to-date set of all COVID-19 articles
indexed in PubMed and categorizes COVID-19 publications
into eight topic areas. )e results of the present study in-
dicated that the largest percentage of global and Iranian
publications in LitCovid is related to the topic categories

“prevention,” “treatment,” and “diagnosis,” respectively.)e
lowest global and Iranian publications correspond to
“forecasting” and “general,” respectively.

Scientific research also plays an essential role in con-
trolling and preventing diseases, especially epidemics. )e
research findings and results significantly affect the identi-
fication of the virus variants, vaccine production, treatment
protocols, preventive measures, and new medicines [48].

)e most important words of Iranian publications on
COVID-19 in LitCovid have been identified in the present
study using text mining techniques. Moreover, the subtopics
of these publications have been specified in each of the eight
categories of LitCovid.

)e results indicated that COVID, patient, Iran, case,
disease, coronavirus, infect, pandemic, health, and hospital
were the most important words, in terms of frequency, that
have been used in Iranian publications in LitCovid. )e
words, patient, pandemic, outbreak, case, Iranian, model,
care, health, coronavirus, and disease were the most sig-
nificant words used in Iranian publications in LitCovid
regarding TF-IDF weighting. In a study conducted by
Doanvo et al., COVID, patient, pandemic, coronavirus, and
case were the most frequently used words in COVID-19
publications in the CORD-19; this study is in line with the
present investigation [35]. Moreover, in an article published
by Cheng et al., data analysis indicated that the words,
patient, case, number, infection, and study had the most
repetitions in COVID-19 publications [36]. Dong et al.
reported that infection, cell, protein, diseases, and patient
were the most frequently applied words in COVID-19
publications [49]. In addition, the results of Hossain’s
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research indicated that the keywords used in the COVID-19
publications showed the complexity and extent of this sci-
entific field, which includes various disciplines such as vi-
rology, microbiology, infectious diseases, clinical medicine,
public health, allied health sciences, social sciences, and
other branches of knowledge [50].

Furthermore, in the present paper, the topics of each of
the eight-topic categories of Iranian publications in LitCovid
were identified using the LDA topic modeling algorithm.
“Prevention,” including status, management, policy, control,
behaviors, and other diseases, involved some studies in the
fields of control, response, and management strategies and
had the largest percentage of Iranian publications in
LitCovid.

Considering the nature of prevention studies, which is an
important issue in the current pandemic situation, most
studies and research projects are expected to be conducted in
this regard. Colavizza concluded that the prevalence of SARS
in 2003 had been associated with an increase in coronavirus
and epidemic management [51]. Haghani et al. also believes
that safety issues, such as physical safety andmental health of
patients, constitute a large volume of the published
knowledge in the field of COVID-19 [52]. In line with
previous studies, Haleem et al. also believed that extensive
research was needed to develop a vaccine against corona-
virus infection. Besides, there was an urgent need to develop
essential items and new therapies to cope with this disease
[53].

Moreover, it was shown in some investigations that the
countries with lower per capita income have more of a
tendency toward the discovery and usage of disease pre-
vention methods to prevent the spread of COVID-19. After
“prevention,” “treatment” was the next category with the
highest percentage of Iranian publications in LitCovid. )is
topic area included the studies on treatment strategies,
therapeutic procedures, and vaccine development, and in-
volved the topics “clinical features of mortality,” “outcome,”
“clinical features of patients,” and “drug.”

With the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic, its
rapid geographical spread (more than 200 countries), and
the announcement of its prevalence as a public health
emergency and international concern by the WHO, there is
an urgent need for new diagnoses, vaccines, and treatments
for this new and serious threat that has been affecting human
life for more than one year. However, considering limited
knowledge about COVID-19, there is no comprehensive
prevention and treatment strategy, and all medical scientists
around the world are working on new strategies to reduce
virus infections, outbreaks, and the rate of mortality in high-
risk environments. However, countries are implementing
some measures to prevent the spread of the disease and
create more time to produce appropriate vaccines and
treatments. Moreover, pharmacotherapy options are con-
sistently used in clinical trials to reduce the severity of in-
fection, morbidity, and mortality [54]. Different drugs and
treatments are currently being used to reduce the severity of
the disease, and extensive research is underway for COVID-
19 treatment [55]. Research on the development of COVID-
19 vaccines and discovering new methods to improve

human safety against COVID-19 are themost important and
cited topics under investigation since the discovery of the
vaccine would enhance immunity and protection of people
against the COVID-19 virus. )ey would also be effective in
reducing the anxiety of the common populace.

“Diagnosis” was also ranked third of the highest per-
centage of Iranian publications on COVID-19, which in-
volved studies on disease assessment through symptoms, test
results, and radiological features. “Symptoms,” “risk fac-
tors,” and “infection” are the topics extracted from text
mining in the present study.

In the diagnosis of COVID-19, different symptoms
appear in the patient ranging from asymptomatic and mild
symptomatic to severe symptomatic infections. Pneumonia
is the most common serious manifestation of infection,
characterized by fever, cough, shortness of breath, and bi-
lateral pulmonary infiltrates on a chest X-ray [56]. More-
over, the results regarding the severity of the symptoms of
this disease are scattered and incomplete. Besides, unex-
plained or unusual symptoms make COVID-19 challenging
to diagnose and complicate appropriate treatment to pa-
tients. Lack of vaccines and effective treatment protocols
increases the importance of early and definitive diagnosis of
this disease [57].

)e “forecasting” category includes some studies related
to modeling and forecasting the trend of COVID-19 spread
and is in the third rank of the highest percentage of pub-
lications. )is category involves the topics “modeling,”
“epidemic,” “estimate,” and “region,” respectively, from the
highest to the lowest number of publications. Predicting the
prevalence trend of this disease can help health authorities
determine the characteristics of the virus transmission and
develop appropriate strategies for preventing and control-
ling the disease. Researchers have applied conventional
epidemic models, such as Susceptible-Exposed-Infective-
Recovery (SEIR), or machine-learning models, such as lo-
gistic regression, to predict these trends in COVID-19
disease [58]. )e “case report” category included studies in
descriptions of specific patient cases, which is in the next
rank in terms of the highest number of publications, and
included the topics “new symptoms,” “children,” “other,”
and “pregnant.”

)e “children” play critical role in cases reported in the
publications, and they are of particular importance in this
disease; the course of this disease in children is mild, and
infection caused by this virus in children has a better
prognosis. Moreover, due to the mild clinical symptoms in
children, many are not diagnosed in the early stages of
COVID-19. Since this infection can be transmitted to others,
children can play an essential role in transmitting this virus
in the family, even from asymptomatic cases. In other words,
children can lead to infection clusters in the home envi-
ronment [59]. Given the predominance of gastrointestinal
symptoms in infants and children, the spread of the virus
through the feces continues for several weeks after diagnosis
in children, and thus COVID-19 can spread in kindergartens
or elementary schools [60]. Pregnant women are one of the
most vulnerable groups and are prone to infectious diseases
due to weakened immune systems, and their infection and
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the risk of transmission to the fetus has become a significant
concern [61].

)e “transmission” category involved studies on char-
acteristics and modes of COVID-19 transmissions, such as
human-to-human type. )is category included the topics
“different areas,” “modes,” and “environment,” respectively,
from the highest to the lowest number of publications. )e
“mechanism” category included studies on the underlying
cause(s) of COVID-19 infections and the transmission and
possible drug mechanism of action. In this category,
“characteristics,” “genomic sequence,” and “clinical fea-
tures” are the topics extracted from text mining.)e result of
the topic modeling indicated that “general” is one of the
eight Categories. General information on the web and news
on websites are the essential sub-topics. Similar results were
obtained from the analysis of the scientific texts and pub-
lications on Coronavirus and COVID-19.

Danesh et al. identified the topics of coronavirus scientific
publications in the last fifty years using text mining techniques
and topic modeling algorithms. )e results of their study
provided eight topics for the global publications on corona-
virus. )ese topics were “structure and proteomics,” “cell
signaling and immune response,” “clinical presentation and
detection,” “gene sequence and genomics,” “diagnosis tests,”
“vaccine and immune response and outbreak,” “epidemiology
and transmission,” and “gastrointestinal tissue” [62].

Continuing previous research, Colavizza indicated that
the topics in the CORD-19 focus on specific topics such as
coronaviruses (SARS, MERS, and COVID-19), public health
and epidemics, molecular biology, influenza and the family
of viruses, immunology and antiviruses, and methodology
(test, diagnosis, and clinical trials) [51]. Another study in line
with the previous investigation showed that the publications
in the field of coronavirus have initially focused on public
health and epidemic control; the chemical structure of the
virus; and the studies related to treatment, vaccines, and
clinical care [63].

Dehghanbanadaki believed that COVID-19 researchers
focus on various aspects of this infection, such as patho-
genesis, epidemiology, transmission, diagnosis, treatment,
prevention, and complications [64]. Pal also showed that
studies on COVID-19 had been published in an extensive
range of disciplines such as medicine, biochemistry, molec-
ular biology, immunology, microbiology, social sciences,
nursing, pharmacology, neuroscience, environmental sci-
ences, health care, and multidisciplinary [31]. In another
article compiled by the topic modeling method, COVID-19
publications were categorized into eight topics: clinical
characterization, pathogenesis research, therapeutics re-
search, epidemiological study, virus transmission, vaccine
research, virus diagnostics, and viral genomics [49]. In an-
other investigation entitled “Text mining of global COVID-19
publications,” the results indicated that the focus in global
COVID-19 publications is on clinical management, viral
pathogenesis, and public health responses, and little attention
has been paid to psychosocial problems or the impacts of
COVID-19 on different vulnerable populations [33].

A study carried out by Älgå et al. during the first six
months of the COVID-19 epidemic concluded that health

care response, clinical manifestations, and psychological
impact were the most important published topics [37].
Moreover, Amiri et al. identified three topic clusters of
health research, basic science research, and clinical research
for COVID-19 publications in Scopus. In the health research
cluster, the epidemiological aspects of the disease, public
health, and prevention and control of infection were the
main focus of the research.)emain focus was on the virus’s
virological, immunological, and genetic aspects in the basic
science research cluster. Finally, clinical signs of disease,
treatment methods, and diagnostic imaging were the pri-
mary focus in the clinical research cluster [8]. In another
study conducted “discovering associations in COVID-19
relatedresearch paper,” the authors used the text mining
method on CORD-19 data. )ey concluded that, the sci-
entific publications related to various aspects of coronavirus
were distinguished with different types of virus (e.g., RNA),
clinical manifestations (e.g., pneumonia), consequences
(e.g., quarantine), acquaintance (e.g., H7N9), and virus
description (e.g., pathogen) [65].

6. Conclusion and Suggestions for Future

)e findings of the present article have raised structural
viewpoints of COVID-19 documents in Iran to guide and
provide practical solutions to researchers, planners, and
policymakers, and demonstrated different aspects of Iranian
publications on COVID-19. A suggestion is that in an in-
dependent study, text mining method to be applied to all
LitCovid publications, the topics of global publications in
each of the eight topic areas to be obtained using topic
modeling algorithms, and the results of text mining of global
publications are to be compared with the present paper.

We suggested that researchers identify the most sig-
nificant countries and institutions in the publication of each
category in LitCovid. According to the limitations in Lit-
Covid, it is also suggested that LitCovid designers design a
mechanism wherein in the section of bibliographic data
download, in addition to article titles, journal names, and
PMID, other bibliographic data including the authors’
names, partner countries, organizational affiliation, pub-
lisher as well as the exact publishing date are downloadable
and exportable to the statistical, text mining, and sciento-
metrics software.
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